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In this paper we study the limit-point classification of a class of 
differential operators of form L = Cf=‘=, (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk + i Cy=‘=, (-1)’ 
D’q,(x) Ds, on the interval [ 1, co). We show that usually, but not always, 
these expressions are limit-point in the non-self-adjoint sense. (The precise 
definition will be discussed below.) These questions are usually discussed 
only for formally symmetric differential expressions, but they also have 
important applications in the non-symmetric ase. As motivation for our 
results, we now briefly discuss one such application. 
Many classical problems of mathematical physics may be included as 
special cases of the abstract initial value problem: 
u’(t) + Hu(t) =&f(t), t > 0, 
u(O) = uo 3 
wjere H is a given unbounded linear operator on a Hilbert space A with 
domain 9(H), and u(t) and f(t) are vector-valued functions of 1. The 
problem is finding a u in C’( [0, co), k) such that, for any t > 0, u(t) is in 
‘23(H) and satisfies the equation, and also u(0) = uo, where the initial value 
u. in R is prescribed. It is well known that the semi-group solved the problem 
[19]: 
If -H is the generator of a contraction semi-group, then for each u. in 
domain H and each f in C’([O, co), A), there is a unique u in C’([O, co), R) 
such that u(0) = z+,, u(t) is in domain H for t > 0 and 
u’(t) + Hu(t) =f(t), t > 0. 
So, if -H is a generator, then the initial value problem is well-posed. In 
the one-dimensional case, H usually is an ordinary differential operator with 
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some boundary conditions. Which conditions will guarantee that -H is a 
generator? If 
L = 5 (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk + i 2 (-1)’ D’q,(x) D’, 
k=O s=o 
where pk and qs are Cm real-valued functions on interval [ 1, co), each pk is 
non-negative and pN is non-vanishing, let H be the restriction of the maximal 
operator Tl(L) to the set {fE Q(T,(L)) 1 Dkf(l) = 0, k = 0, l,..., N- 1). 
Then by using the Hille-Yosida-Phillips Theorem (see [ 17, Chap. X, 
Sect. 9]), it may be shown that the sufficient and necessary condition for -H 
to be the generator of a contraction semi-group is that L be limit-point. 
From this fact, the following conclusion can be proved: Let BVP denote the 
boundary value problem: Given g in L * [ 1, co), solve the equation Lf = g in 
L*[ 1, co), such that Dkf(l) = 0, k = 0, l,..., N- 1. If p. is bounded away 
from zero, then BVP is well-posed if and only if that L be limit-point. 
It is easy to verify that the minimal operator T,(L) is J-symmetric and 
accretive, where J is the usual conjugation operation in L* [ 1, co) (see [8] for 
the precise definitions of J-symmetric and J-self-adjoint operators; 
accretiveness means that the numerical range of the operator is on the right 
half plane). We knew that every J-symmetric operator admits a J-self-adjoint 
extension (see [ 7, 121). In [ 131, the J-self-adjoint extensions of the minimal 
operator, generated by a 2Nth-order ordinary differential expression with 
complex coefficients, are characterized in terms of boundary conditions. 
Related to the concept of limit-point, we can prove the following theorem: L
is limit-point if and only if T,(L) has a J-self-adjoint extension H with 
domain of the form g(H) = {fE C?Z(T,(L)) 1 Bk(f) = 0, k = l,..., N}, where 
B i ,..., B, are a set of linearly independent boundary conditions at point 1 
and each B, is a linear combination of f(l), Of(l),..., D’“-‘f(1) (we will 
give a proof of this theorem in Section 3). 
Operators of this type are also important in some concrete physical 
problems (see [3, 131). One of the examples is the optical model of nuclear 
physics (see [2, 201). In the optical model, nuclei are considered as systems 
of independent particles moving in a certain complex potential created by 
themselves. So, in one-dimensional case, the Schrodinger operator is of the 
form -(1/2m) D* + V, + iv,. Here, the real part of the potential produces 
elastic scattering and the imaginary part corresponds to the effective 
absorption of the incident nucleon by the nucleus. This is similar to optics, 
where the interaction of light with matter is described, hence the name 
optical model. During the last two decades, the success of the optical model 
was indicated by good agreement between the theoretical data and 
experimental values, especially in the range of low energies. 
In this paper, by using a method of R. M. Kauffman [lo], a special class 
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of 2Nth-order non-self-adjoint ordinary differential expressions L = 
CbO (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk f i Cf+ (-1)’ D’q,(x) Ds is investigated, where pk 
and qs are finite sums of real multiples of real power of x. In Section 1, we 
list some basic definitions and facts. In Section 2, a counterexample in the 
fourth-order case is given. Section 3 contains a set of lemmas and the main 
results are stated in Section 4. At last, in Section 5, a further result is 
obtained for second-order case. We prove that any second-order ordinary 
differential operator with these coefficients is limit-point, although there is a 
large literature on the L*-properties of solutions of Sturm-Liouville operator. 
But this result cannot be derived from those criteria. 
1. SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS AND FACTS 
Here we merely list, for the convenience of the reader, some basic 
definitions and facts which will be used later. For proofs the reader is 
referred to Ref. [4, 10, 111. 
Suppose r is an ordinary differential expression of type 7 = C:zo akDk, 
where D = d/dx, each ak is a C”O complex-valued function on Z = [ 1, oo), 
and a,,,, is non-vanishing. The formal adjoint of 7, denoted by 7+, is the 
expression given by r+g = CfEO (-l)k Dk(tTkg) for any g that belongs to 
A,(Z), where A,(Z) is the set of all functions f which have N- 1 continuous 
derivatives in Z and for which D”-‘f is not only continuous but also 
absolutely continuous over each compact subinterval of I. The relationship 
between 7 and 7+ is given by the Lagrange identity: 
where 
+ &f-f7 g = DM 81, 
[f,g] = 5’ “gi’ “$-I (-1)’ (f) (D’-iak+,+,)Dkffi 
j=O l=j 
is a Hermitian bilinear form, called the Lagrange bilinear form 
corresponding to the expression 7; its matrix (Fkj) is 
Fw= ,$-’ C-1)’ (1) D’-jak+[+,, j+k<~.- 1, 
l=j 
=o j+k>ZV-1, 
when j + k = N - 1, Fti = (-1)j aN, so (Fkj) is non-singular. Integrating both 
sides of the Lagrange’s identity on a finite interval yields Green’s formula 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The minimal operator T,(r) associated with r is the 
operator given by the closure of the restriction of r to Cr(1, 00). 
DEFINITION 1.2. The maximal operator r,(t) associated with r is the 
operator given by: domain T,(r) is the set {flfE &(I) nA,(I), rfE L,(I)} 
and T,(r)f= rf for all functions belong to this set. 
It is well known that (T,,(s))* = T,(r+), where (7’,(r))* denotes the 
adjoint operator in L*(1) of T,,(r). 
LEMMA 1.3. If f is in domain To(z), then D”f( 1) = 0 for all k = 0, I,..., 
N- 1. 
DEFINITION 1.4. d(z) = one-half the dimension of the quotient space: 
~(Tl(~)Y~(To(~)) is called the mean deficiency index of r, where g(T,,(r)) 
and L@(T,(r)) are the domains of T,,(r) and T,(r). 
This defines the deficiency index of a not necessarily symmetric 
differential operator (see Kauffman et al. [ll]). When 7 = t+, this is 
equivalent o the usual definition. 
DEFINITION 1.5. 7 is said to be limit-point if d(z) = N/2. 
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose T,(t) has closed range, then 2d(7) = nullity 
T,(r) + nullity T,(z+) where nullity T,(7) and nullity T,(z’) are the 
dimensions of the null-space ker T,(7) and ker T,(z+). 
LEMMA 1.7. d(7) is always >N/2. Iff is a bounded continuous complex- 
valued function on I, then d(7 + f) = d(z). 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose T,,(7) has closed range. Then 7 is limit-point tf and 
only zf nullity T,(t) + nullity T,(z+) = N. 
LEMMA 1.9. 7 is limit-point tf and only if, for any f in domain T,(7), 
there is a g in domain T,,(7) such that f - g is a C”O function supported in a 
compact interval. 
LEMMA 1.10. 7 is limit-point tf and only if lim,+,,[f, g](x) = 0 for all f 
in domain T,(7) and all g in domain T,(t+). 
COROLLARY 1.11. 7 is limit-point tf and only if 7 + is limit-point. 
DEFINITION 1.12. 7 will be said to be positive, written 7 > 0, if there 
exist z > 1 such that (tf, f) > 0 for all f in Cp(z, co) such that f is not iden- 
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tically zero. r1 will be said to be greater than r2, written r, > r2, if 71 - 72 is 
positive. 
LEMMA 1.13. Suppose r is an integer with i < r < n, m is a real number, 
and m # 2k + 1 for any integer 0 < k < r - 1. Then for some E > 0, 
(ml)” DnXmDn > ,(-~)“-‘D”-‘x”-~‘D”-’ 
This is Lemma 2.14 of Kauffman [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.14. Let 7 = (-l)k DkxnDk. Then, for some E > 0, 
t2 > &D2k~2nD2k. 
DEFINITION 1.15. Let 7l be a positive ordinary differential expression. 
Then 71 will be said to eventually dominate z2, written 71 B 72, if for every 
sequence {f,} in Cp( 1, co), with f, supported in (n, co), lim,,,(r2fn,fn)/ 
(71fn,fn> =a 
LEMMA 1.16. For any positive number m, (-l)k Dkx”Dk B 
(-l)kD x k n-mDk . 
LEMMA 1.11. Suppose that j and k are non-negative integers with j > k. 
Suppose that n and m are real numbers with n > m - 2(j - k), and suppose 
that 1 is a positive integer such that for any non-negative integer r < I - 1, 
n+m#2r+ 1. Then 
D2kX2nD2k + (-l)j+k Dj+kxn+mDj+k s Dj+k-iXn+m-2[Dj+k-ia 
This is Lemma 2.15 of Kauffman [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.18. Let L =CfzO (-l)k CkDkxntk)Dk, with each Ck non- 
negative. Suppose n(k) - 2k < n(j) - 2j for k > j. Then L2 - R % R, where 
kXn(k,Dk)2 + C (-l)k+j ckcjDk+jXn(k)tn(j)Dk+j . 
kzj 1 
This Lemma comes from the proof of Lemma 2.16 of Kauffman [lo]. 
DEFINITION 1.19. Let A be a closed operator in a Hilbert space R. B is 
said to be relatively bounded (compact) with respect to A if domain B 
contains domain A, and B defines a bounded (completely continuous) 
operator from domain A into A, where domain A is given the norm ]] f II1 = 
Ilf II + II Af II * 
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LEMMA 1.20. Suppose z, and z2 are dtfferential expressions on I, andfor 
any f in domain TO(r,), zzf is in L?(I). Then z2 is relatively bounded with 
respect to T,(z,). 
LEMMA 1.21. Let z, and z2 be differential expressions with order z2 < 
order 7,. If there is an f in domain T,,(z,) with r2f not in L,(I), then there 
exists a sequence {f,} in CF(l, co), with each f, supported in (n, oo), and 
lim,-,(~:zlf,,fn)ltz:t,fn,fn> = 0. 
This is Lemma 2.10 of Kauffman [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.22. Let z1 and K~ be dtzerential expressions with order s2 < 
order r1 . If T,,(t,) has closed range, and suppose for some E > 0, x$,f is in 
L,(I) for all f in domain T,,(z,). Then z2 is relatively compact with respect to 
T&1)* 
This is Lemma 2.20 of Kauffman [lo]. 
LEMMA 1.23. Let tl and 52 be dtflerential expressions with order z2 < 
order zl. If T,,(r,) has closed range and suppose that t2 is relatively compact 
with respect to To(r,), then range T,(t, + z2) is closed and 23(T,,(z, + z2)) = 
g(T,,(t,)), nullity T1(5: + 5:) = nullity T,(t:). 
This is Lemma 2.19 of Kauffman [lo]. 
2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In the real case, Kauffman [lo] proved that all fourth-order operators 
with “positive polynomial coeffkients” are limit-point and gave a sixth-order 
counterexample. But in the complex case, fourth-order counterexamples xist 
which are not limit-point. These examples also prove that the conditions in 
our main theorems are necessary. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L =CrzO (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk + i CrzO (-1)’ 
D’q,(x) DS be a regular dtQerentia1 expression on I = [ 1, oo), where pk and 
qS are nonnegative. If L is limit-point, then for any f in domain T,(L), pi”f 
and qil’f are in L,(I). 
Proof. Suppose f is in domain T,,(L), then there exists a sequence {f,} in 
CF(1, 00) such that f, +f and Lf, --t Lf in L,(I). Since 
IILf,ll Ilf,II > I(Lf,,f,>l >Jypo If,l’~ or 1: go If,l’ h 
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and Km,,, IIUIII Ilfnll = IIUII llfll 9 so there is some constant K such that 
for every A > 1 
But there are subsequences of {p,, I&l’} and {qO I&l’} that converge to 
p0 If I* and qO IfI* almost everywhere, respectively, so by Fatou’s Lemma, 
for any A > 1 
Thus, pi’*f and qA’*f are in L,(Z) and the conclusion follows from Lemma 
1.9. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exist positive numbers y and o such that 
L = D*xY+~D* + ioxy is not limit-point. 
Proof xA is the solution of Lf = 0 if and only if 
A@-1)@+~+2)(3,+y+l)=-ia, 
where A is a complex number. Let Iz = -1 + ib and 
8,(b) = arg A, O,(b) = arg(3, - l), &(b, y) = arg(A + y + 2), 
B,(b, y) = a@. + y + 1). 
If there exist positive numbers b and y such that 
e,(b) + b(b) + e,(b, Y) + e,(b, Y) = 342 
then there are positive numbers y and u such that A= -1 + ib is the solution 
of the algebraic equation. It is obvious that when b approaches infinity, 
B,(b), B,(b) converge to 7r/2 + 0 and 8,(b, l), B,(b, 1) converge to 7r/2 - 0, so 
we can select b, such that 
and 
e,(b,) + e,(b,) + edb,, 1) + e,(b,, 1) > 342. 
But 03(b,, r) and 04(b0, y) approach 0 as y approaches to infinity, and when 
y becomes large, B,(b,) + B,(b,) + B,(b,, y) + B,(b,, y) will be less than 3z/2. 
It follows from continuity that there is some y > 1 such that 
4w + e,w + wb Y) + e4h 19 = 3n/2. 
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Therefore x- ’ +ibo is in domain T,(L). But y- 2 > -1, so x~*x-‘+‘~~ is not 
in L,(I), by Lemma 2.1, and L is not limit-point. 
Using the same method, we can prove that there exist positive numbers y 
and u such that L = D*x~+~D~ + (1 + i) uxy is not limit-point. 
3. SOME AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that kfs, n(k) - 2k > 0, m(s) - 2s > 0, and 
n(k) - 2k # m(s) - 2s, then for all Y = 1,2 ,..., 2 max(k, s) + min(k, s) 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2”,(S)D2S s X”(k)+m(s)-rD2kt2s-r. 
Proof. Assume that k > s and consider two cases: 
Case (I). n(k) - 2k > m(s) - 2s. 
1. For2s<r<2k+s,letr=2s+p,whereO<p<2k-s.Foranyf 
in Cp, 
I& n(k)tm(s)-rD*k+*s-rf,f)I = I(X”(k)+m(s)-*s-PD*k--pf,f)I 
G Ilx n(kbPDZk-Pfl1 IIXm(S)-2.371e 
Since n(k) > 2k, it follows from Lemma 1.13 that there is some q > 0 such 
that for all 0 <p < 2k, 
D2kX2nCk)D2k > +,(-l)*k-P D*k-PXW-*PD*k-Pa 
Then, from x2n(k)-4k % x*~(~)-~~, the inequality 
D*kX*nWD*k & x n(k)tm(s)-f'D2kt2s-r 
follows. 
2. For 1<r<2s-1, let 2k+2s-r=2k+p, where l<p< 
2s - 1 ( 2k. For any f in CF, by using Leibnitz’s rule and Schwarz’s ine- 
quality, 
I@ n(k)tm(s)-rDZk+2s-rf,f)I = [(~2”f, DPXn(k)+m(s)-2S+Pf)l 
< 5 C, I(D’ks, X”(k)tm(s)-*stP-uDP--vf)l 
lJ=O 
G ‘s C”ll Xn(k)D*kfll IIXm(s)-*S+P-ODP-ufll, 
v=o 
where C, are positive constants. Let p - v = 2k -u, and since p < 2k, 
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0 < u ( 2k, and m(s) - 2s +p - 2, = m(s) - 2s + 2k - u < n(k) - 0, it 
follows from Lemma 1.13 that for all 0 < 2, <p 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k > r(-1)2k-cr D2k-ux2n~k~-20D2k-u 
9 (-l)P-” DP-UX2m(S)-4S+2P-2UDP--v. 
Thus, 
D2kX2n(klD2k g, X”(k)+mW-rD 2k+2s-r 
Case (II). n(k) - 2k < m(s) - 2s. 
1. For 2k<r<2k+s, let r=2k+p, where O<p<s. For any f in 
corn, 
I& n(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-rf,f)l = I(Xn(k)+mW2k-PD2s-P~f)l 
Q lb 
m(s)-pD2s-pfII IIXn(k)-2kjlle 
Since m(s) > 2s, according to Lemma 1.13, there is some E > 0 such that 
for all O<p<2s 
D2SX2”t(S)D2S > +1)23-P D2S-PX2m@-2PD2S-Pe 
The condition m(s) - 2s > n(k) - 2k guarantees x~“‘(~)-~~ 9 x2n(k)-4k, so 
D2sX2m(s)D2S 4 x n(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r 
2. In order to deal with the cases 1 Q r < 2k - 1, we need to show the 
following inequalities first: For all 1 < u < 2k, 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2SXh(S)D2S * DZk-uX2n(k)-2uD2k-U. 
(1) For k<u<2k, let u=k+p, where O<p<k. For any f in 
I(D2k-uX2Jt(k)-2UD2k-uf,f)I = I(Dk-pX2”‘k’-Zk-ZpDk-pf,f)( 
k-p 
s c c, I@ 2n(k)-2k-2p-vDZk-2p-uj-f)l 
lJ=O 
k-p 
s c GIIX n(kb2P-UD2k-2P-vf(I IIX”(k)-2kflla 
IJ=O 
But 
D2kX2n(k)D2k > g(-1)2k-2p-u DZk-2p--uX2n(k)-4p-2uD2k-2p-0. 
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So we obtain 
D2kX2Mk)D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S >> X2n(k)-2k-oD2k-v 
for all 0 < u < 2k and 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S g D2k-uX2n(k)-2uD2k-u 
for all k < u < 2k. 
(2) For 1 <u <k - 1, let u = k -p, where 1 <p < k - 1. We will 
use finite induction to prove that 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S g X2n(k)-2k+uD2k+v 
for all -2k < v < 2p and 
for all 1 <u<k- 1 or 1 <p(k- 1. 
(i) In the case p = 1, for any f in Cr, 
k+l 
I@ 
k+lX2n(k)-2k+2Dk+Ij-f)I < C c, l(x2nW2k+2-vD2k+2-vf,f)(e 
LJ=o 
In (1) we have proved that for all v = 2,3 ,..., k + 1, 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2,,,(S)D2S g X2n(k~-2k+2-vD2k+2--v~ 
So now we only worry about u = 1 and v = 0. For v = 1, 
I@ 2n(k)-2k+ lj)2k+ ‘f,f)l = I(D’“f, DX2n(k)-2k+ ‘f)] 
< I(D”“s, ~~~(~)-~~+lDf)l + a I(D’“f, ~“(~)-~~f)j 
G Ilx n(k)D2kfII (llX”(k)-(2k-1Q-ll + aIIXnU+2kfll). 
By using the conclusion of (l), we obtain 
D2kX2”(k)D2k + D2sX2m(s)D2S + X2n(k)-2k+1D2k+le 
For u = 0, 
I@ 2n(kb-k+2D2k+Zf,f)I 
= j(D’“f D ZX2n(k)-2k+Zf)j 
G IIX nck)D2kfII (11 x n(kb(2k-2)DZfll + a IIX”(kH2k-l)Dfl) + b ~~xn’k’-2kj-~~>, 
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Again, by using the conclusion of (l), we obtain 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S p X2n(k)-2kt2D2kt2< 
Hence the case p = 1 is true. 
(ii) Suppose for all p < r, those inequalities are true. That means 
g2kX2nCk’D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S s X2n(k)-2ktvD2k+v 
for all -2k < v < 2r and 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2SX2m(SbD2S s D2k-uX2n(k)-2uDZk-u 
for all k - r < u < 2k. Now we prove that they are also true for p = I + 1. 
Here r + 1 < k - 1, so r < k - 2. 
ktrt 1 
2n(k)-2k+2r+2-vD2k+Zr+2-v 
fml. 
By the hypothesis of induction, 
D2kX2”‘kbD2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S % X2n(k)-2kt2rt2-VD2k+2r+2-v 
for all 2 Q u Q k + r + 1, so we only have to treat u = 1 and v = 0. For 
v= 1, 
I@ Zn(k)-2kt2r+ ID2kt 2rt 'f,j-)I 
= I(D’“f, D 2rt lx2n(k)-2k+2r+lf)l 
2ri 1 
< c a, I(D’“f,x 
2n(k)-2k+2rt1-WD2r+l-wf)I 
w=o 
2rt 1 
Q c aw IIXn(kQ2kfII ~~X"(k)-2kt2r+l-wD2rtl-~f~~~ 
w=o 
Let 2r+l-w=2k-o, then a=2k-2r-l+w, since O<w<2r+l 
and r Q k - 2, so CT > k - r. By the hypothesis of induction, 
D2kX2n’k’D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S z+ D 2rtl-wX2n(k)-4k+4r+2-2WD2rtl-W 
3 
so 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S B X2n(k)-2kt2rt1D2kt2rt 1. 
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For v = 0, 
I@ 
2n(k)-Zk+2r+2D2kf2r+2 f,f)l 
= [(D’“f, D 2r+ZX2n(k)-2k+2r+2f)j 
2rt2 
< c b, I(D2kf,X2n(k)-2k+2r+2-wD2rt2-wf)( 
W=O 
2r+2 
< c b, IIxWQ)2kfll I(X”(kb2k+2r+2-WD2r+2-wf 11. 
Let 2r+2-w=2k-o, then o=2k-2r-2+w, since Ofw<2r+2 
and r < k - 2, so o > k - r. For the same reason, we obtain 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2SX2”Z(S)D2S p X2n(k)-2kt2r+2D2k+2rt2e 
So those inequalities are also true for p = r + 1, and the induction step is 
completed. 
3. Now, for 1 <r<2k- 1 and anyf in CF, 
lb n(k) t m(s)-r D2kt2s-'S,f)l = I(D2~D2k--rXn(k)+m(s)-rf)l 
2k-r 
< c C,I(D’“f,x 
n(k)+m(s)-r-vD2k-r-vf)( 
u=o 
Zk-r 
< 2 C, IIx”(~)-‘-“D~~-~-~~II l~~(~)D~sfl/. 
v=o 
Since 1 < r + v < 2k, it follows from those inequalities in 2 that 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2”l(S)D2S g X”(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r, 
The Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.2. If n(k) # m(k), then for all 1 < r < 3k, 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2kX2m(k)D2k + Xn(k)+mWrD4k-ra 
ProoJ Suppose n(k) = m(k) + 6, where 6 is a positive number. 
(I) For 1 < r < 2k and any f in CF, 
I@ nW+mW-rD4k-rf,f)I = I(D2kS,D2k--rXn(k)tnt(k)-rf)I 
Zk-r 
G c C, I(D’“f,x 
n(k)+m(k)-r-uD2k-r-uf)( 
ll=O 
2k-r 
< C c, IIXn(k)-&D2kfII IIXm(k)+&-r--uD2k-r-ufll, 
U=O 
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where E is a positive number less than S. Choose q > 0 such that n(k) - q is 
irrational and n(k) - q > m(k) + E. It follows from Lemma 1.13 that 
D2kX2n(k)-2r,D2k > E1(-1)2k-r-v D2k-P-UX2n(k)-2Q-Zr-2VD2k-r-u 
for some positive E,. By Lemma 1.16, 
and 
D2kX2nCk)D2k $ D2kX2n(k)-2vD2k 
$ (-l)2k-r-v D Zk-r-uX2m(k)+2E-Zr-ZuDZk-r-u 
SO 
D2kX2n(k)D2k 9 y(k)+m(k)-rD4k-r 
(II) For 2k + 1 < r < 3k, let r = 2k +p, where 1 <p < k. For any f in 
C” 07 
I& 
n(k)+m(k)-r 
D4k-W)l = 1(x 
n(k)tm(kbZk-pDZk-pf,f)l 
G IIX n(k)-S/Z-Zkj-11 11~ m(k)+S/Z-PDZk-Pf 11. 
Choose E such that 0 < E < 6/2 and n(k) - E is irrational. By Lemmas 1.13 
and 1.16, 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2kX2n(k)-2ED2k > rX2nW2&-4k 9 X2n(k)-S-4k 
9 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k 9 D2kX2”(k’-Z&DZk > v(-1)2k-p DZk-px2n(k)-2c-2pDtk-p 
% (-1) Zk-p DZk-pX2m(k’t6-2pD2k-p 9 
so 
The Lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.3. If n(k) - 2k < n(O), then for all 1 < I < 2k, 
D2kX2”‘k)D2k + X2n(0) + 1 s (-1)2k-r D2k-rx2n(k)-2rD2k-r, 
Proof. (I) If 2n(k) # 2t + 1 for any integer 0 < t < r - 1, then by 
Lemma 1.17, 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + X2n(0) + (-,)2k--r DZk-rx2n(k)-ZrDZk-r. 
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(II) If 2n(k) = 2t, + 1 for some 0 < f, < r - 1, then 
Let r = 2, + U, where v > 1. For any f in CF with suppfc (n, co), by using 
an inequality in Goldberg [9, Lemma VI.6.11, 
((-1)2k-r D2k-rX2”‘k’-2’D2k-‘f) 
I 
m 
= x-2~+l ID2k-‘,-vfl2 &< n-2U+1 I(D2k-fl-vfl12 
n 
< n-2V+1(JID2k-ftfl(2 + k Ilfll’) < r~-~“+~(~~x”~D~~--ltf~~~ + k llfll’)
< Q++1[((-1)2k--ll D2k--1,X2n(k’--21,D2k-ttf,f) + (j-f)]. 
So the conclusion follows from these two inequalities. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let L = P f iQ, where P= CT=, (-l)k CkDk~“‘k’Dk and 
Q = Cf’=‘=o t-1)’ d,D Sxm(S’DS with C, and d, non-negative. Suppose that 
n(k) - 2k < n(j) - 2j for k > j and m(s) - 2s < m(t) - 2t for s > t. If one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) Co > 0 and do > 0. 
(ii) Co=0 or do=0 and n(k)-2k# m(s)- 2s for k#s, then 
(L+l)+(L+l)-R%R,where 
R=R,+R,*i(PQ-QP), 
R,=P’- 5 C;(D 
I 
kXn(k)gk)2 + 2 (-l)k+j CkCjDktiX”(k)tn(j)Dk+i , 
k=O k+j I 
R2=Q2- 5 d:(D 
I 
sxm(s’Ds)2 + c (-l)S+f dsdlDS+IXm(S’tm(l’DS+t 
s=o s+t 
and 
2max(k,s)+min(k,s) 
PQ - Qp = c (-l)k+s C,d, C Ck,s,rX”(k’+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r, 
A r=1 
where A=A,UA, and A,={(k,s)IO<k,s<N and k#s}, A2={(r,r)I 
0 < r < N and n(r) # m(r)}. 
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(L + 1)+ (L + 1) 
=P2+Q2+2P+1 ki(PQ-QP) 
= -go c-@kX”‘k’Dk)* + -gj (++J ckcjDk+jX”(k)+n(j)Dk+j 
+ 5 d:(Dsx”‘s’Ds * ) + c (-l)s+t dsdlDs+lxm(s)+m(t)gs+l 
S=O S#f 
+ 2 5 (-l)k CkDkxntk’Dk + 1 +R. 
k=O 
By Lemma 1.18, P* -R, 4 R, and Q* -R, 4 R,, so we only worry about 
i(PQ - QP). 
(I) Suppose condition (i) is satisfied and suppose k > s. 
1. For 2k<r<2k+s, let r=2k+p, whereO<p<s. For anyfin 
C?, 
I& n(k)+m(s)-rD2kt2s-rf,f)( = I(Xn(k)+m(s)-2k-PD2s-Pf,f)l 
G IIX fl(k’-y-II (lx 
m(S)-P@-Pf)j. 
Since for all 1 <p < s 
D2SX2”t(S)D2S + X*m(o) + 1 + (ml)*“-P D*s-PX*m(s)-*PD*s-P, 
and 
p(O) * x *n(k)-4k 3 
so 
D2SX2”t(S)D2S + X2m(0) + X2n(0) + 1 + X”(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r. 
2. For l<r<2k-1 andanyfinc?, 
I@ n(k)+m(s)-rD2k+Zs--rS,f)l = 1(~2sf,D2k-r~n(k)+m(s)-rS)J 
2k-r 
< 2 C, l(D*sf,Xn(k)+m(S)-r-UD*k-r-vf)l 
v=o 
2k--r 
G c Gllx n(k)-r-uD2k-r-Lj-11 Ilxm(S)D2sflle 
v=o 
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By using Lemma 3.3, 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + X2n(0) + 1 + (-1)2k-r-UD2k-r-UX2n(k)-2r-2q,2k-r-v, 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + ~2~~2m(s)~Zs + X2n(0) + 1 $ Xn(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r. 
It follows from Lemma 1.14 that 
(L+l)+(L+l)-R+i(PQ-QP). 
(II) Suppose condition (ii) is satisfied. 
1. For those terms in which k = s, since n(k) # m(k), by Lemma 
3.2, 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + D2kX2”‘k’D2k $ Xn(k)+m(k)-rD4k-r 
for all 1 Q r < 3k. 
2. For those terms in which k # s and n(k) - 2k > 0 and m(s) - 
2s > 0, by using Lemma 3.1, 
D2kX2”(k’D2k + D2Sx2”z(S)D2S 4 Xn(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r 
for all 1 < r < 2 max(k, s) + min(k, s). 
3. For those terms in which k # s and n(k) - 2k < 0 and m(s) - 
2s < 0, we can deal with them as condition (i) is satisfied. 
4. For those terms in which k# s and one of n(k) - 2k and 
m(s) - 2s is negative, and the other one is non-negative, we handle them as 
follows: 
Suppose n(k) - 2k > 0 and m(s) - 2s < 0. For the case k > s: 
(1) When 2k&r<2k+s, let r=2k+p, where O<p<s. For 
any f in Corn, 
I@ n(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-rJf)l = J(Xn(k)+m(s)-Zk-PD2s-~f)I 
< I(x”(k)-2kf II(Ixm(s)-pD2s--pf II. 
Since we have 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k > ,,x2n(k)-4k 
by Lemma 1.13 and 
D2SX2m(S)D2S + 1 g (-1)2S-P D2s-Px2m(s)-2PD2s-P 
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for all 1 <p <s by Lemma 3.3, and 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k > rD2SX2n(k)-2(2k-2s)D2s + D2SX2m(S)D2S 
by Lemmas 1.13 and 1.16, so 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k + 1 s Xn(k)+m(S)-‘D2k+2s-r. 
(2) When l<r<2k-1, let r=2k-p, where l,<p<2k-1. 
For f in CF, 
I@ 
n(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-rf,f)I 
= I@ 
n(k)+m(S)-2k+PD2S+Pf,f)l 
= I(D’“-% D P+ lXn(k)+m(s)-2k+Pf)l 
P+l 
< c c, I(Dzs-‘f, x 
n(k)+m(s)-2k+P-o~P+l--vf)~ 
v=o 
P+l 
Q c c,IIx n(k)-2ktptl-vgp+l-uf~l I(Xm(S)-1D2S-tfI(a 
u=o 
Let p + 1 - v = 2k - u, then n(k) - 2k +p + 1 - v = n(k) - u. Since 
O<u(p+ 1, O<a(2k. But by Lemma 3.3, 
D2SX2",(S)D2S + 1 ~((_l)2S-1D2S-lX2m(S)-2D2S-1 
and 
D2kX2n(k)D2k > r(-1)2k-” DZk--oX2n(k)--2oDZk--o 
for all 0 < 0 < 2k, so 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2sX2m(s)D2s + 1 4 Xn(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r. 
Now, for the case k < s: 
(1) When 2s<r&2s+k, let r=2s+p, where O<p<k. For 
any f in CF, 
Because of 
D2kX2n(kBD2k > ,,(-1)2k-P D2k-PX2nW2PD2k-P 
SQS/S5/2-3 
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for all O<p<k and 
Zm(s)-4s 1%X , 
we obtain 
g2kX2nCkjD2k + 1 9 Xn(k)+m(s)-rD2k+2s-r. 
(2) When 1 < r < 2s - 1, let r = 2s -p, where 1 <p < 2s - 1. For 
any f in CF, 
I@ n(k)+m(s)-rDZk+2S-rf,f)I = I(Xfl(k)+m(S)-2S+PD2ktpf,f)I 
= I(D’“f, D pXn(k)+m(s)-2stpf)l 
c, I(D’“f, x n(k)+m(s)-2S+P-vDP-vf)l 
u=ll 
95 C” IIX n(k)D2kfll 11x m(S)-2S+P-uDp-ufll, 
u=o 
Let p - v = 2s - u, then m(s) - 2s +p - v = m(s) - o. Since 0 <p - v <p, 
1 < u < 2s. By Lemma 3.3, 
so 
D2kX2n(k)D2k + D2SX2m(S)D2S + 1 % Xn(k)tm(s)-rD2kt2s-r. 
Putting l-4 together, we obtain (L + l)+ (L + 1) -R $ R. The proof is 
completed. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let t= Cfzo uk(x) Dk, T,(r)(T,(r)) is said to be 
separated if, for any f in domain T,(r)(T,(r)), akDkf, a:“Dk-‘f,..., up!f are 
all in L, for each 0 Q k < A? 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose L satisfies the conditions described in Lemma 3.4, 
then T,(L) is separated. 
Proof. We only need to show T,(L + 1) is separated. 
(I) If ck # 0, then x”(~)D~~~E L,(I) for all f in domain T,(L): 
tit j$f = xn(k’D2k and if there is some f in domain T,(L) such that 
Mf c L,(I), then by’ Lemma 1.21 there exists a sequence {f,} in Cr, with 
each f, supported in (n, co), and lim,,,((L + 1)’ (L + l)f,,f,)/ 
WMfnn f,) = 0. Since (L + 1)’ (L + 1) - R + R, therefore, 
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lim,,,((L + l)+ (L + 1) -R)f,,f,)/(M+Mf,,f,) = 0. But by Lemma 1.14, 
(L + I)+ (I, + 1) -R > &PM for some positive E. This is a contradiction. 
So X"'k'D2kf is in L,(I) for any f in domain 7’,(L). 
(II) If ck # 0, to show that xn’k’-jD2k-jfis in L,(I) for all f in domain 
7’,(L) and all 1 <j < 2k. 
1. If 2n(k) # 2t + 1 for all integers 0 < t < j- 1, by Lemma 1.13, 
D2kX2n(k)D2k > ,,=(-1)2k-j D2k-jX2n(k)-2jD2k-j, 
the same argument will work. Here M = ~“(~)-jD*~-j. 
2. If for some integer 0 < t, <j - 1, 2N(k) = 2t, + 1, then just as 
before X1/*D*k-tlf, XnG+t,D*k-t,f is in L,(I) for any f in domain T,,(L). 
Let j L 1, + u, where v > 1. By using the inequality in Goldberg [9, Lemma 
VI.6.11, we also obtain 
IIX n(k)-jD2k-jf112 =jlm x -*u+ 1 ID*k-jf1* dx < (ID-ifI)* 
< I( D2k-‘lfl12 + K Ilf II2 < co. 
The same proof will work for any term in imaginary part. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose L satisfies the conditions described in Lemm 3.4. 
Let r, = min{k I ck > 0) (r, = min{s I d, > 0)). Then for any k(s) such that 
k > r, and ck > 0 (s > r2 and d, > 0) and for any natural number 1. 1< 2k 
(l< 2s), there is a positive E such that 
g(T,(L)) c ~(T,,(x’x~(~)-‘D~‘-‘))(@(T,,(L)) c ~(T0(~E~m(s)-‘D2s-‘))). 
Proof: If 1= 2k, since n(k) - 2k < n(r,) - 2r, and x”(‘~)-~“tfE L,(I) by 
the previous Lemma, the conclusion follows immediately. 
We complete the proof by using finite induction backward. Suppose the 
Lemma is true for I > 2. If f is in CF, then 
IIXEX"(kbI+ lD2k-It lfll’ 
= ~(~2k-/+1X2n(kb21+2+2~2k--Itlff)~ 
= I(D2k-‘(X 
2n(kb21+2+2eD2k-/+2 
f 
+(2n(k)-21+2+2&)x 2n(kb21+1+2&D2k-l+lf),f)l 
G I@ 2k-lX2n(k)-21+2+2~2k--I+2f,f)( +A I(DZk-lX2n(k)-21+1+2~2k--l+lff)( 
G IIX n(k)-1+2&D*k-ffll (IIX"(k)tIt2D2k-It2fII +A IIX”(k)-I+1D2k--l+IfII). 
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By Lemmas 3.6 and 1.20, x”(~)-‘+~D~~-‘+~ and x~(~‘-‘+~D~~-‘+’ are 
relatively bounded with respect o r,(L). According to the hypothesis, there 
exists a positive 6 such that 
GQT,(L)) c GQT0(xB~“‘k’-‘D2k-‘)). 
Select E > 0 such that 2.5 < 6, so x~~x”‘~‘--[D~~--[ is also relatively bounded 
with respect o T,,(L). Therefore there exists a constant K such that 
IIXcxX”Wl+l Dzk-‘+!fll G Wfll + ItLfll> 
for all f in CF. 
Now, pass from CF to Q(T,,(L)). For any f~ 9(T,,(L)), there is a 
sequence {f,} in CF such that f, +f and Lf, -+ Lf: By the previous 
inequality, {x~x”(~)-‘+ ‘Dzk-“‘fn} is a Cauchy sequence, and has a limit g in 
L,(I). Since To(~E~“(k)-r”D2k-1’1) is closed, so f E D(T,,(x’x”(~)-“~ 
DZk-‘+% 
Obviously, the same argument is valid for imaginary part. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose L satisfies the conditions described in Lemma 3.4. 
Let rl =min{kI ck > 0) and r,=min{s I d, > O}. Suppose one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) rl = r2 = 0 and n(0) > 0 or m(0) > 0, 
(ii) rl = 0, r2 > 0, n(0) > 0, and m(r2) - 2r, < n(O), 
(iii) ri > 0, r2 = 0, m(0) > 0, and n(r,) - 2r, < m(0). 
Then x”f is in L,(I) f or any f in ker T,(L) and any natural number n. 
Proof. For any f in Cp, I(LS,f)j > max{c,, d,} II f II’, so T,,(L) has closed 
range. Let R = x-“Lx” and S = R -L. We want to prove that S is relatively 
compact with respect o T,(L). It follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 1.22, when 
condition (i) is satisfied, that S is relatively compact with respect o T,(L). If 
condition (ii) is satisfied ((iii) is the same), according to Lemmas 3.7 and 
1.22, we only need prove that, for each 1 < l< 2r,, there is an E > 0 such 
that ~~x~(‘~)-‘D*~~-~f is in L,(I) for any f in domain T,,(L). Since T,(L) is 
separated and m(r2) - 2r, < n(O), the argument in Lemma 3.7 may be used 
here to complete this proof. 
Now, by using Lemma 1.23, nullity T,(R+) = nullity T,(L+). But 
R+ = x”L+x-“, so if f is in ker T,(R+), then x-“f is in ker T,(L+), and 
mapping of = x-“f maps ker T,(R ‘) into ker T,(L ‘). Since their dimensions 
are equal, u is onto. Thus, for any f in ker T,(L),? is in ker T,(L +), there is 
a g in ker T,(R ‘) such that ug = x-“g =$, so x”f = g is in L,(I). 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose L satisfies the conditions described in Lemma 3.8. 
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If L is limit-point and f is in ker T,(L), then xrDkf is in L,(I) for all non- 
negative integers r and k. 
Proof. (I) Let R = x”Lx-” and S = R -L. As in the previous Lemma, 
the range of T,(L) is closed and S is relatively compact with respect to 
T,,(L). It follows from Lemma 1.23 that g(T,(R)) = g(T,(L)), range T,,(R) 
is closed, and nullity T,(R ‘) = nullity T,(L ‘). Since S+ is the same kind of 
operator of S, and range T,,(L ‘) is also closed, so S+ is relatively compact 
with respect o T,,(L+) and g(T,(R ‘)) = 9(T,(L +)), also range T,(R ‘) is 
closed and nullity T,(R) = nullity T,(L). If L is limit-point, by Lemma 1.8, 
so is R. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 1.9 that g(T,(R)) differs from 
D(T,(R)) only by the addition of Cm compact support functions. Since 
WTcdR)) = ~(Tl@))9 so WTl(R)) = gtTltL))* 
(II) IffE ker T,(L), then x”fis in L,(I) for any natural number n and 
g = x”f is in ker T,(R). Then g is in domain T,(L). By Lemma 1.9, 
g =g, + g,, where g, is in domain T,(L) and g, is a C” compact support 
function. Since T,-,(L) is separated, xn(N)-kD2N-kg1 is in L,(I) (otherwise, 
xm(N)-kDzN-kgl is in L,(Z), and the proof is the same) for all k = 0, l,..., 2N, 
so xn(N)-kDZN-kg is in L,(I). 
(III) For any non-negative integer r, x’Df = x’D(x-“g) = x’-“Dg - 
nx r-n-lg. Choose n such that r-n-l (0 and r-n<n(N)-(2N-l), 
then it follows from (II) that x’Df is in L,(I). This method may be extended 
to show that x’D*f is in L,(I) and, finally, x’DzNf is in L,(I). 
(IV) If f is in ker T,(L), since power function is C” on 1, so it follows 
from DLf = 0 that D2N’ ‘f exists and 
(-l)N c+‘(~)D*~+I~+ i(-l)N dNx”(N’D2Nf’f+ Mf = 0, 
where M is an operator with order <2N and polynomial coefficients. Since 
x’Mf is in L,(I) for any non-negative integer r by (III), xrDZN+‘f is also in 
L,(Z) for any r. Continuing this process, we see that the Lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let t = CT=, ak(x) Dk, x E [a, 00). Suppose Dkf (a) = 0 
forO<k<N-1 andfisinL2[a,cO),andalsoakDk-‘fisinL,[a,oo)for 
any 0 < k < N and any integer 0 ( r < k. Then f is in domain T,,(t). 
Proof: This is Lemma 2.23 of Kauffman [lo]. 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that L satisfies the conditions described in 
Lemma 3.4. Let r, = min{k 1 ck > 0) and r2 = min{s ( d, > 0). Suppose that I 
is a positive number and one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) r, = r2 = 0 ad n(0) > 21 or m(0) > 21, 
(ii) rl = 0, r2 > 0, n(0) > 21, and m(r2) - 2r, < n(O), 
(iii) rl > 0, r2 = 0, m(0) > 21, and n(rl) - 2r, < m(0). 
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If L is limit-point then 
1. A4 = (-1)’ D’LD’ is limit-point, 
2. T,,(M) has closed range, 
3. T,(M) is separated. 
Proof: Since the argument is the same, we only prove the Lemma when 
condition (ii) is satisfied. 
(I) For any f in Cp, by Lemma 1.13, there is an E > 0 such that 
Ie!6fl a co lb nco)‘*D’fl12 = ~~((-1)’ Drx”(‘)Drf,f) 
> E(X nco)-Z!Lf) > E Ilfl12, 
so the range T,(M) is closed. 
(II) From the L,-solution of L, we can construct the L,-solution 
of M: 
Suppose g is in ker T,(L), then x’g is in L,(I) for any non-negative integer 
r. Let g*(x) = Ifs(t) dt. Since JF I g(x)1 dx < 11x-l (I llxgll, the integral a, = 
IF g(x) dx exists. Then 
for any positive integer r. Hence x’( g* - a,) is in L,(I) for any nonnegative 
integer r. After repeating this procedure several times, we obtain an f such 
that D’f = g and x’(f -p) is in L,(I) for any non-negative integer , where p 
is a polynomial of degree I - 1. Let h = f -p, then h is in ker T,(M) and 
x’Dkh is in L,(I) for any 0 < k < Z and any nonnegative integer r. But, 
according to Lemma 3.9, xrDkg is in L,(I) for any non-negative integers r
and k, so xrDkh is also. 
(III) Since L is limit-point and range T,(L) is closed, 
2N= nullity T,(L) + nullity T,(L+) = 2 nullity T,(L). 
Starting from a basis for the L,-solution space of T,(L) g,,..., g,, we 
construct a set of L,-solutions of M, namely, hl,..., h,, which are clearly 
linearly independent. So 6 , ,..., 6, are linearly independent in ker T,(M+). 
For each 5, select a C” function #j supported in [ 1,2] such that Dk#L( 1) = 
Dklj(l) for all 0 < k < 2N + 21- 1. It follows from Lemma 3.10 that hi - ~j 
is in domain T,(M+). For any f in ker T,(M), 
O = (MYi 5 - #j) = V; M+ (h;. - #j)). 
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So by Green’s formula, 
K hjl(ao) = [.L ij - 4jl(O”) = 1.L fij - 4jlf” 
= (Mf, 5 - fbj) - (f, zkf+ (h;. - fbj)) = 0. 
Using Green’s formula again, we obtain 
-[JThj](l)= [f,hj];“=(Mf,hj)-(f,M+hj)=O. 
For any xk, where 0 < k < I - 1, since A4xk = 0, by Green’s formula, 
[xk, h;.](x) is a constant. Since x’Dkhj is ‘In L,(I), limx,,[xk, hj](x) = 0, so 
[xk,hj](l)=Oforany l<j<NandO<k<I-1. 
(IV) Let V denote the subspace generated by ker T,(M) and 
polynomials 1, x ,..., XI- ‘. It is obvious that dim V= Z + nullity T,(M). Let o 
be the mapping which maps the solution space {fl Mf = 0} into CzN+“, also 
W- = (f(l), Df(l>,..., D 2N+ 21- ‘f( l))T, then dim u(v) = I + nullity T,(M). 
Similarly, let o+ be the mapping which maps the solution space 
{fl M+f = O}jnto CZNf2’, 
dim a( [ii ,..., 
also-u’f=_ (f(l), Df( l),..., DZNt2’-‘f( l))‘, then 
hN]) = IV, where [h, ,..., hN] denotes the subspace generated by 
ii , ,..., h,. Since the Lagrange bilinear form [f, g]( 1) = (uf, (Fk,,) ug), where 
(a, .) denotes the inner product in C2N+21 and (Fk,J is a non-singular matrix, 
it follows from (III) that u( v> is perpendicular to the subspace [(IrkJ a&, ,..., 
(Fk,[) ah-,] in C2N+ 21. Since dim [ (Fk,J a&, ,..., (Fk,,) ah,] = N, I + nullity 
T,(M) < N + 21. Thus, nullity T,(M) Q N + I and 2d(M) = nullity T,(M) + 
nullity T,(M+) = 2 nullity T,(M) < 2N + 21. Finally, by Lemma 1.7, we 
obtain 2d(M) = 2N + 21, so M is limit-point. 
(V) Since M satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.4, r,(M) is 
separated. By Lemma 1.9, T,(M) is also separated. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let L = P f iQ, where P and Q are 2Nth-order symmetric 
dlrerential expressions with real coeflcients. Suppose range T,(L) is closed 
and for any f in ker T,(L) and any g in ker T,(L ’ ), the Lagrange bilinear 
form [f, g](x) converges to zero as x approaches inJinity. Then L is limit- 
point. 
Proof. ince P and Q are real, nullity T,(L ’ ) = nullity T,(L), so 
N < d(L) = nullity T,(L). 
If lim,,,[.L g](x) = 0 f or any f in ker T,(L) and any g in ker T,(L + ), then 
by Green’s formula [f, g](l) = 0. But [f, g](l) = (uf, Aug), where (a, .) is the 
inner product in CZN, A is a non-singular matrix, and u is the mapping 
uf= (f(l), Of(l) ,..., D’“-‘f(1))‘. 
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If nullity T,(L) = n, then 
dim{oflfE ker T,(L)} = dim{Aug 1 g E ker T,(L+)} = II. 
Therefore n <N, because these two subspaces, {afIfE ker T,(L)} and 
{Aog 1 g E ker T,(L+)}, are perpendicular in CzN. So d(L) =N and L is 
limit-point. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let L be the second-order d@ierential expression 
-cl Dx”“‘D + cOx”(‘) f i(-d, Dx”‘(‘)D + d,xm’o’). 
Suppose L satisJies the following conditions: 
(i) c, , co, d, , do are non-negative numbers, 
(ii) n(1) - 2 < n(0) and m(1) - 2 < m(O), 
(iii) if co > 0, do = 0 th enm(l)-2<n(0),andz~co=0,do>0 then 
n(1) - 2 < m(O). 
Then L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
Proof Let M, = -D(c,x”(‘) 5 id,x”“‘) D and M, = cox”(‘) f idoxmCO). 
(I) First, we prove that M, is always limit-point. 
1. c, = 0 or d, = 0, it is actually the real case, 
2. cld, > 0 and n(1) > 2 or m(l) > 2. 
In this case, nullity T,(M,) < 1, and by Lemma 1.13, T,(M,) has closed 
range, so by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, M, is limit-point. 
3. cld, > 0 and n(1) < 2 and m(1) < 2. Choose a > 0 such that 
n(1) + 2a > 2 and m(1) + 2a > 2. Let 
R=x”(M,+l+i)x”, 
S = -D(c, x”(l) +*a * id, Xm(l) + za) D, 
W= S + (1 + i)x*“. 
S and (1 + i) x2= are limit-point. Since a > 0, T,(w) has closed range. For 
any f in ker T,( IV), by Lemma 3.8, (1 + i) x’*f is in L,(I), so Sf is also. 
Therefore, for any f in ker T,( IV) and any g in ker T,( W’ ), (1 + i) x’“f, 
(1 + i) x*~E, 5” SE are in L,(I). So f is in the domains of T,((l + i) x*~) and 
T,(S) and g is in the domains of T,((l - i) x2=) and T,(S+). Hence the 
Lagrange bilinear forms of f and g corresponding to S and (1 + i) x2= 
converge to zero as x approaches infinity. Thus, the Lagrange bilinear form 
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off and g corresponding to W also converges to zero as x approaches 
infinity. By previous Lemma, W is limit-point. It is obvious that 
R _ w= axn(l)+2a-l~ + bXn(1)+2a-2 + j(CXm(l)t2a-1D + dXm(l)t2a-2). 
According to the Lemmas 3.7 and 1.22, R - W is relatively compact with 
respect to T’,(w). By Lemma 1.23, T,,(R) has closed range, and nullity 
T,(R ’ ) = nullity T,( Wt ). So 
nullity T,(R) + nullity T,(R ’ ) = 2 nullity T,(R ’ ) = 2 nullity T,( Wt ) 
= nullity T,(W) + nullity T,( W+) = 2, 
and R is limit-point. If f is in ker T,(M, + 1 + i), x-“f is in ker T,(R), so 
nullity T,(M, + 1 + i) < nullity T,(R) = 1. Notice that range T,,(M, + 1 + i) 
is closed, by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, and d(M, + 1 + i) = 1. Thus, M, is limit- 
point. 
(II) L is limit-point. 
1. If c, > 0 and n(O) > 0 or d,, > 0 and m(0) > 0, the range T,,(L) is 
closed. For any f in ker T,(L), by Lemma 3.8, M,f is in L,(I), so M,f is 
also. Repeating the same argument as in (1)3, which we used to prove the 
limit-point of W, the limit-point of L follows easily. 
2. If n(O) < 0 and m(0) < 0, let J? = L + 1, and r,,(z) has closed 
range. For any f in ker T,(Z), (M2 + 1)f is in L,(I), so M, f is also. Since 
M, and M, + 1 are limit-point, the same argument shows that z is limit- 
point, so L is also. 
(III) By Lemmas 3.6 and 1.9, T,(L) is separated. The Lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 3.14. Let 
L = 5 (-l)k c,D kx”(k)Dk f j 2 (-1)s dsDsx”‘(s)Ds 
k=O s=o 
be 2Nth-order d@erential expression. Suppose L satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) ck and d, are non-negative, 
(ii) n(k)-2k < n(j)-2j for k > j and m(s)- 2s < m(t)-2t for 
s > t, 
k > s(iii) n(k) - 2k > m(s) - 2s for k < s and n(k) - 2k < m(s) - 2s for 
Then L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
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Proof: We use the induction to make the proof. The Lemma is true for 
N = 1 by previous Lemma. Assume that L is limit-point for order of L < 2N. 
Now, let 
L = -DMD + cOxnco) f idoxmcO), 
where L is of order 2N + 2 and M is of order 2N. 
(I) We claim that -DMD is limit-point. Let 
M= 2 (-I)‘( ckDkxntk’Dk f i 5 (-1)’ dsDsxm~s~Ds, 
k=r S=l 
where c, + d, > 0. We rewrite -DMD into the form 
= (-,),+I Dr+’ go (-l)k c;D~x”‘(~)D~ 
f i 2 (-1)s d~Dsxm’(s)Ds1 D’+ 1, 
s=o 
where L’ satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii), CA + d; > 0, and by the induction 
hypothesis, L’ is limit-point. 
1. If cA>O and n’(O)>2r+2 or dA>O and m’(O)>2r+2, 
-DMD is limit-point by Lemma 3.11. 
2. For other cases, the same argument used in previous Lemmas 
may be used here to prove that -DMD is limit-point. 
(II) To show that L = -DMD + c,x”(‘) f idox”’ is limit-point, we 
need only consider the case where co + do > 0. 
1. If co > 0 and n(0) > 0 or do > 0 and m(0) > 0, the range 7’,(L) is 
closed. Since L satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.8, (cox”(‘) f idoxm’O’)f 
is in L,(Z) for any f in ker T,(L), and -DMDf is also in L,(Z). Using the 
same proof that we used in Lemma 3.13, the limit-point of L follows easily. 
2. For the other cases, we consider L + 1. Now, range T,(L + 1) is 
closed. Again the same proof may be used here to show L + 1 is limit-point, 
and so L is limit-point. 
(III) Since L is limit-point, by Lemmas 3.6 and 1.9, T,(L) is 
separated. 
The induction step is completed and the Lemma is proved. 
Now, we prove the theorem that we mentioned at the beginning. 
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LEMMA 3.15. Let L=C~=,(-l)kDkp,(X)DktiC~==O(-l)SDSqs(x)DS 
be a 2Nth-order dtfirential expression on the interval [ 1, co), where pk and 
qs are C”O real-valued functions, and each pk is non-negative. Then L is 
limit-point if and only tf T,(L) has a J-self-adjoint extension H with domain 
of the form G@(H) = {fE Q(T,(L)) 1 Bk(f) = 0, k = I,..., NJ, where B, ,..., B, 
are a set of linearly independent boundary conditions at point 1 and each B, 
is a linear combination off(l), Of(l),..., DZNelf (1). 
Proof. The necessary part follows from Theorem 4.9 in [13]. Actually, 
the restriction of the maximal operator T,(L) to the set 
{fE CP(T,(L)) 1 D”f( 1) = 0, k = 0, l,..., N - 1) is an m-accretive J-self- 
adjoint extension of T,,(L). 
Now, suppose H is a J-self-adjoint extension of T,,(L) with domain of the 
form C@(H) = {f E PZ(T,(L)) 1 Bk(f) = 0, k = l,..., N}, where Bi ,..., B, are 
linearly independent boundary conditions and each B, is a linear 
combination off(l), Of(l),..., DzN- ‘f (1). Without losing generality, we can 
assume that T,,(L) has closed range. Since in this case T,(L) is onto (see 
[ll, p. 15, Theorem 3.161) and T,(L) is the finite-dimensional inear 
extension of H, so according to Theorem IV. 1.12 in [9], H has closed range. 
But H is J-self-adjoint, H* = JHJ, and J is one-to-one, hence nullity 
H* = nullity H. Therefore, index H = nullity H - def H = nullity H - 
nullity H* = 0 and H is a Fredholm operator. By Lemma V.1.5 in [9], 
nullity T,(L) = index T,(L) = index H + dim g(T,(L))/g(H) < N. Then by 
Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8, L is limit-point. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let L be the expression in Lemma 3.15. Then L is 
limit-point if and only if the following is true: Suppose the operator R such 
that g(R) = {f 1 f is the restriction of CF(-00, 00) function on interval 
[ 1, oo), Bk(f) = 0, k = l,..., N} and Rf = Lf for f in G(R) is J-symmetric, 
where B 1 ,..., B, are a set of linearly independent boundary conditions at 
point 1 and each B, is a linear combination off(l), Df (l),..., D2N-‘f (1). 
Then the restriction of the maximal operator T,(L) to the set {f E g(T,(L)) 1 
Bk(f) = 0, k = l,..., N} is J-selfadjoint. 
Proof The sufficient part follows from the preceding Lemma. Suppose L
is limit-point and R is J-symmetric. Let H denote the restriction of T,(L) to 
the set {fEG(T,(L))IB,(f)=O, k=l,..., N}. Let uf=(f(l), Of(l) ,.,., 
D’“-!f(l))‘, S = {of If E g(R)}, and S, = {cry/f E 9(R)}. Obviously, S 
and S, are N-dimensional subspaces in @2N. Since R is J-symmetric and L is 
limit-point, for all f and g in g(R), by Lemma 1.10, 
0 = @A Rd - (JRf, d = J(Lg,.?) - J( g, L +f> = J[ g,jil F 
= -J[ g,.?](l) = -J(w, Ad), 
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where (e, .) denotes the inner product in CzN and A is a 2Nth-order non- 
singular matrix. This means that AS, = S’. Hence for all f and g in g(H), 
we have 
(46 47) - vm .!?I = JmJ) - J( g, L ‘7) = 4 dl 7 
=-.I[g,jj(l)=-.I(ug,Aof)=O. 
Therefore H is J-symmetric. In order to prove H is J-self-adjoin& we only 
need to show that for any f in G3(H*), f is a member of C@(H). Since 
T,(L) c H c T,(L), we know that T,,(L+)c H* c T,(L+), so f is in 
g(T,(L)). For any h in C@(R), we have 
0 = (Hh,f) - (h, H*f) = (Lh,f) - (h, L +f) = [h,f]? 
= -[h,f](l) = -(h&f), 
so AufE S’, ofE S, , and a?E S. Therefore H is J-self-adjoint. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L=C~=,(-l)kDkp,(~)Dk f i~~zr,(-l)sDsq,(x)Ds 
be a 2Nth-order dtflerential expression. Suppose that L satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) pN(x) = cNxnCNJv qN(x) = dNxmCN), c, > 0, dN > 0 and c, + dN > 0. 
If pk or qs are not identically zero, they are finite sums of real multiples of 
real powers: 
Pk(X) = $Xn(k) + lower-order terms, ck > O, 
qJx) = d, xmCs) + lower-order terms, d, > 0. 
(ii) If pk and qs are not identically zero and k # s, then n(k) - 2k # 
m(s) - 2s. 
(iii) Let k* = max{n(k) - 2k) and s* = max{m(s) - 2s}. Suppose 
that there is only one k and only one s such that n(k) - 2k = k* and 
m(s) - 2s = s*. Then 
(1) there is a dt@i?rential expression M= Cf=,, (-l)k 
akDkxUtk’Dk f i CfZO (-1)’ bsDsxv(S)DS such that 
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ak > O9 b, 2 0, 
u(k) - 2k < u(j) - 2j for k>j, 
v(s) - 2s < v(t) - 2t for s > t, 
u(k) - 2k < v(s) - 2s for k > s, 
u(k) - 2k > v(s) - 2s for k < s, 
and L -M is relatively compact with respect o T,,(M), and 
(2) L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
ProoJ (I) First, we construct M. Suppose c, > 0, let aN = c,, u(N) = 
n(N). If dN > 0, let b, = dN, v(N) = m(N), otherwise, let b,= 0. If 
E, = max{k 1 pk f 0, n(k) - 2k > max(n(N) - 2N, m(N) - 2N)) and 1; = 
max{s 1 qS f 0, m(s) - 2s > max(n(N) - 2N, m(N) - 2N)} exist, when I, > 1;) 
let 
ak = 0 for 1, < k < N, 
a/* = CI and 
b,=O’ 
W = n(4), 
for 1, < s < N, 
when 1, = 1;) let 
ak = 0 for 1, < k < N, 
aIl = CI, and 44) = n(4), 
b, = 0 for 1, < s < N, 
bI, = 4, and v(4) = WA 
when 1, < l;, let 
a,=0 for 1; ( k < N, 
b, = 0 for 1; < s < N, 
b,;= d,; and v(li) = m&). 
If only one of 1, and 1;) for example, I,, exists, let 
ak = 0 for 1, < k < N, 
aI, = cI and I 44) = n(4), 
b, = 0 for Ogs <N. 
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If both 1, and 1; do not exist, let 
ak = 0 for O< k < N, 
b, = 0 for O<s <N. 
Suppose 1, and 1; exist and 1, = 1;) next step, if 1, = max{k 1 k < I,, pk ~0, 
n(k) - 2k > max(n(l,) - 21,) m(lJ - 2/r)} and 1; = max{s 1 s < 1,) qs f 0, 
m(s) - 2s > max(n(Z,) - 21,) m(1,) - 21,)) exist, when 1, > l;, let 
a,=0 for I, < k < I,, 
ai2 = Cl, and 44) = n(4), 
b, = 0 for 1, < s < I,, 
when 1, = l;, let 
when 1, < l;, let 
a,=0 for I, < k < I,, 
al2 = Cl, and 44) = n(4), 
b, = 0 for 1, < s < I,, 
4, = 4, and G) = Ml*), 
ak = 0 for 1; < k c I,, 
b, = 0 for 1; < s < I,, 
b,; = d,; and u(1;) = m(&). 
Other cases are similar. Continuing this process, we construct M. According 
to Lemma 3.14, M is limit-point and T,(M) is separated. 
(II) To show there is an E > 0 such that xE(L - M)f is in L,(I) for 
any f in domain 7’,(M). 
Since the cases for the real part and the imaginary part of L -M are the 
same, we only consider a term cD’x’D’ in the real part. 
1. If I = n(j), this term comes from (-I)’ Djp,(x) D’. According to 
the construction of M, there exists a k >j such that n(k) - 2k > n(j) - 2j 
k and the term (-1)’ c,D x n(k’Dk appears in M or there exists an s > j such 
that m(s) - 2s > n(j) - 2j and the term (-1)’ d,Dsxm’S’D” appears in M. 
Since T,(M) is separated, for some E > 0, xeDjx’DJ~ is in L,(I) for any f in 
domain T,(M). 
2. If 1 < n(j), then either (-1)’ ~~Djx”‘~‘Dj appears in M or it does 
not. If it does, it follows from the fact that T,(M) is separated and that, for 
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some E > 0, x”Djx’Djf is in L,(Z) for any f in domain T,(M). If it does not, 
then there is once again a k >j such that n(k) - 2k > n(j) - 2j and 
(-l)k c,D k~n(k’Dk is in A4 or an s >j such that m(s) - 2s > n(j) - 2j and 
(-1)’ d, Dsxm(s’Ds i s in M. Hence it follows from the fact that T,(M) is 
separated and that, for some E > 0, x”Djx’D’fis in L,(Z) for any f in domain 
TOW). 
(III) L is limit-point. 
M+ 1 is also limit-point, G9(T,,(M+ 1)) =g(T,,(M)), and T&4+ 1) has 
closed range. By (II), L --A4 is relatively compact with respect to 
T,(M+ 1). Hence, by Lemma 1.23 and nullity T,(L + 1) = nullity 
T,(L+ + 1) and nullity T,(M + 1) = nullity T,(M+ + l), we obtain that 
G(T,,(L + 1)) = ~(T,,(M + 1)) = GS(T,(M)) and L + 1 is limit-point, and so 
is L. 
(IV) L - A4 is relatively compact with respect o T,,(M). 
Let llflll = llfll + Ilwll and Ilflll* = llfll + II&f+ WI for any f in 
domain T,,(M). It is obvious that IIf IIf < 2 I( f (Ii. By inverse mapping 
theorem, the topologies on spaces (@(T,(M)), II . Iii) and (@(T,(M)), II . 11:) 
are the same. Since L -M is a completely continuous operator from 
(@(T,(M)), II . 11:) into L,(Z), it also defines a completely continuous 
operator from @(T,,(M)), 11 . [Ii) into L,(Z). This shows that L --M is 
relatively compact with respect o T,,(M). 
(V) Finally, to show that T,(L) is separated. 
Since @(T,,(L)) = g(T,,(L + 1)) = 93(T,(M)), the fact that T,(L) is 
separated follows from the fact that T,,(M) is separated. But L is limit-point, 
so T,(L) is separated by Lemma 1.9. The theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L=~~==,(-l)kDkpk(x)Dk~i~~YO(-l)SDSqs(x)DS 
be a ‘2Nth-order d@erential expression. Suppose that L satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) Ifpk and qs are not identically zero, they are finite sums of real 
multiples of real powers: 
Pk(X) = CkX”(@ + lower-order terms, ck > 0, 
q,(x) = dSxmCs) + lower-order terms, d, > 0. 
(ii) Zf pk and qS are not identically zero and k # s, then n(k) - 2k # 
m(s) - 2s. 
(iii) Let k* = max{n(k) - 2k} and s* = max{m(s) - 2s). Suppose 
that there is only one k and only one s such that n(k) - 2k = k* and 
m(s) - 2s = s*. Then 
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(1) there is a dt@rential expression M=~~=,(-l)kakDkxU’k’Dk f 
i Cr=‘=, (-I)’ bSDsx”(S)DS such that 
ak>0v b, 2 0 
u(k) - 2k < u(j) - 2j for k>j, 
v(s) - 2s < u(r) - 2t for s > t, 
u(k) - 2k < v(s) - 2s for k > s, 
u(k) - 2k > u(s) - 2s for k < s, 
and L -M is relatively bounded with respect to T,,(M), and 
(2) L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
Proof. Let pn(x) = cNx”(“‘) +pN,,(x) and q,,,(x) = dNxmCN) + qN,,(x), where 
the order of pNO and qNO are less than n(N) and m(N), respectively. Let 
N-l 
L, = (-l)N c~D~x”‘~‘D”’ + c (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk 
k=O 
and 
f 
[ 
N i(-l)NdND x m(N)DN + N%’ (-l)S DSq,(x) DS] , 
s=o 
L,=Lo+EW, 
where 0 < E < 1 and W = (-l)N DN[ pNO(x) f iq,,(x)] DN. 
(I) We construct M for Lo as in the previous theorem. We know that 
Lo is limit-point, T,(L,) is separated, and g(T,(L,)) = c!~(T,(M)). 
(II) Since T,(L,) is separated and c?S(T,(M))= @(T,(L,)), and the 
order of pNo and qNO are less than n(N) and m(N), respectively, L - A4 is 
relatively bounded with respect o T,(M). 
(III) To show T,(LJ is separated. 
Since Lo -M is relatively compact with respect to T,(M), by Lemma 
1.23, !3(T,(L, + 1)) = Q(T,(M + 1)). Hence there is some constant K such 
that ll(M + l)f II < k(llf II + ll(Lo + 1)f II) for any f in domain To&, + 1). 
But T,(L, + 1) has closed range, so (T,(L, + l))-’ is bounded. Therefore, 
there exists a k, such that 
IIW + l)f II G 4 II&o + l)f II 
for any f in domain T,(L, + 1). It means that there is some 4 > 0 such that 
(Lo + l)+ (Lo + 1) > r@z+ l)+ @f+ 1). 
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According to the argument of Lemma 3.6 and noticing that M is the main 
part of L,, in order to show T(LJ is separated, the only thing we need to 
prove is (M+ 1)’ (M+ 1)4s((Lo+ l)+ W+ W+(L,+ 1)). 
1. First, we prove that there is a positive q, such that for any 
Q<r<2N 
DZN~ZP~(N)DZN + 1 > r(-1)2N-' ~ZN-r~2fl(N)-22r~2N-i-, 
D~N~~“,(N’D~N+ 1 > v(-l)2N-r~2N-rx2m(N)-22r~2N-r~ 
(1) If 2n(N) # 2t + 1 for any non-negative integer 0 < t < r - 1, 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 1.13 immediately. 
(2) If 2n(N) = 2t, + 1 for some integer 0 < t1 < r - 1, again by 
Lemma 1.13 
DZN~~“(N’D~N > ~,(-1)2N-rl~2N-t,X2n(N)-21,D2N-~,. 
Let r = t, + U, where u > 1. For any f in CT, by the inequality in Goldberg 
[9, Lemma VI.6.11, 
((-1)2N-’ D 2N-rX2n(N)--2*~2N-rf,f) 
1^ 
co 
= x-~‘+’ ID2N-‘f12 dx < I/D’“-“-“fl’< llD2N-L4j12 + Cj[fll’ 
1 
< ((x”~D~~-’ tfll” + C Ilfll’ < 6’ lWcN’D2Nfl12 + C Ilfll’. 
So there exists a positive q such that 
D~N~~,I(N)D~N + 1 > v(-~)2N-r~2N-rX2n(N)-2r~2N-r~ 
2. Now, we prove that (M+ I)+ (M+ 1) S e((L,, + 1)’ W+ 
w(Lo + 1)). 
Consider a term ~((-1)~ Djx’Dj)((-I)” DNxpDN) in (L, + l)+ 
W + W+(Lo + l), where I < n(j) and p < n(N). It is obvious that 
Nt2j 
(1) For O<r,<2jandf in CF, 
I& f+P-,2N+2j--~)(=((D2N~D2j--xl+P--))I 
2j--r 
< 2 p, [(D’“’ x’~~-‘-~D~~-~-~‘)( 
w=o 
2j-r 
SQ5/55/2-4 
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Since 
and 
D2jx2n(j)D2j + 1 2 D2jx21D2j + 1 > q(-l)2j-r-w D2j-r-wX21-2r-2wD2j-r-w, 
and according to the contribution of M, there exists a k >j such that 
n(k) - 2k > n(j) - 2j and (-l)‘( ckDkxnck)Dk appears in A4 or there exists an 
s > j such that m(s) - 2s 2 n(j) - 2j and (-1)’ dsDsxm@)Ds appears in M, 
there must be a 6 > 0 such that 
D2kX2n(k)D2k [or D2sX2”t(S)D2s] + 1 
> 6(g2jx2n(k)-2(2k-2j)D2j + 1) [or B(D2jx2m(S)-2(2s-2j)D2j + I)] 
> d(D2jx2”(j)D2j + 1). 
Hence, 
(M + 1)’ (M + 1) >> x’+P-~D~~+~-~. 
(2) For 2j + 1 Q I < 2j + N, let I = 2j + ro, where 1 Q r. < N. 
For any f in CF, 
I@ 
‘+“-‘D&V+“-‘f,f)l = ~(x’+P-2j-‘o~2N-‘off)~ 
Q lb P-‘~D~N-J~J~/ Ilx’-‘jfll. 
But 
D2N~2n(N’Dm + 1 > ~(-1) 2N-r,, ~2N-~~~2n(N)-2~~~2N-~, 
% (-1) Ui-ro~2N-~~x2p-2~o~2N--ro, 
and by the same method used in (1 ), 
D2kX2”‘k’D2k [or D 2SX2m(S)D2S 
I 
+ 1 > dx21-4j 
7 
where (-l)k ckDkxntk’Dk or (-1)” c.&D~x~(~)D~ appears in M. So 
(M + l)+ (M + 1) & x’+~-‘D~~+~--‘. 
(IV) L is limit-point. 
Since 7’,(L3 is separated, CZ(T,(L, + 1)) = CZ(T,(L, + 1)) and there is a 
constant k(e(l), s(2)) such that for all f in domain T,(L, + l), 
II To@,,, + l)fll < W(l), ~(2)W-ll + II To&m + l>fIlk 
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For any E* > 0, if s(l) is close enough to s(2), 
= IIW - E(l)) W-II < ~*wll + II K&u, + l)fll> 
for all f in domain T&5,, + 1). Remember that T&5,, + 1) has closed range, 
by the stability of the index of a Frendholm operator under small relatively 
bounded perturbations (see [9, Theorem V.3.6]), range T,,(L, + 1) is closed, 
and the deficiency of range T&5, + 1) in L,(I) is a constant independent of 
E. But the deficiency of range T&5, + 1) in L,(I) equals nullity T,(L: + 1). 
Hence 
nullity T,(L + + 1) + nullity T,(L + 1) 
= 2 nullity T,(L+ + 1) = 2 nullity T,(L,+ + 1) 
= nullity T,(L,+ + 1) + nullity T,(L, + 1) = 2N, 
and L + 1 is limit-point, and so is L. 
(V) Since T,(L) is separated and L is limit-point, it follows from 
Lemma 1.9 that T,(L) is separated. The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose L = CfzO (-l)k Dkpk(x) Dk f i ,Y$0 (-1)' 
Djqj(x) Dj satisfies the conditions described in Theorem 4.2. 
A4 = CFzO r,(x) D’, where r,(x) is thefinite sum of real powers of x. If 
degree rl < max{n(j) - (2j - I), 
m(j)-(2j-01 [(l- lIPI+ l<j<N}, 
then L t M is limit-point and T,(L t M) is separated. 
5. A FURTHER RESULT ABOUT THE SECOND-ORDER CASE 
We found a counterexample in the fourth-order case. We will prove that in 
the second-order case all differential expressions of the type we are 
considering are limit-point. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L=-c,Dx m’2D + c,,xm f i(-d,Dxm’2D t dOxm), 
where c,, c,,, d,, and d, are non-negative numbers, Suppose c, + d, > 0 and 
c0 t d, > 0. Then L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
Proof (I) Case m < 0. 
Let L=M, +M,, where M, = -D(c, f id,)x mt2D and M,= 
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(c, f id,) xm. 7’,,(L + 1) has closed range. For any f in ker T,(L + 1), 
(M, + 1)fis in L*(1), so M,f is also. Hence for any f in ker T,(L + 1) and 
any g in ker T,(L’ + l), 
Since M, and M, + 1 are limit-point, the Lagrange bilinear forms off and g 
corresponding to M, and M, -t 1 converge to zero as x approaches infinity. 
Thus, the Lagrange bilinear form of f and g corresponding to L also 
converges to zero. By Lemma 3.12, L is limit-point. 
In addition, for any f in domain T,(L),.M, f is in L,(I), so M, f is also. 
Hence a@,(L)) c g(T,(M,)), but by Lemma 3.13, T,(M,) is separated, so 
T,(L) is separated. 
(II) Case m > 0. 
Now, T,,(L) has closed range. By Lemma 1.8, in order to prove L is limit- 
point, we only need prove that nullity T,(L) equals 1. Consider the power 
solutions of differential equation. LxA = 0 if and only if 
-(cl + id,) A@ + m + 1) + (cO l id,) = 0, 
i.e., 
P+(m+ l)A-[ COCl + d,d, l i(c,d, - c,d,)]/(c: + d:) = 0. 
so 
A= [-(m + 1) * ((m + 1)2 + 4(c,c, + d,d, 
f i(c, d, - c,d,))/(c: + 4))“‘]/2. 
Since c, + d, > 0 and co + d, > 0, we always have two different solutions A+ 
and A-. Suppose that 
(a + i/3)’ = (m + 1)’ + 4(c,c, + d,d, f i(c,d, - c,d,))/(c: + 0, 
where a > 0, then 
a* -/3’ = (m + l)* + 4(c,c, + d,d,)/(c: + d:). 
1. If cOcl + d,d, # 0, then a > m + 1. It follows from the fact that 
Re A, > 0 and Re rZ_ < - (m + 1) < -1 that nullity T,(L) = 1. 
2. If cOcl + d,d, = 0, there might be two cases: 
(1) c, > 0, co = 0, d, = 0, d, > 0. 
(2) Cl = 0, co > 0, d, > 0, d, = 0. 
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Since they are similar, we only consider case (1). In this case 
a2--p2=(m+ 1)2, a/3 = l 2d,/c, , 
so 
a4 - (m + 1)2 a2 - 4di/c: = 0, 
a2 = [(m + 1)’ + ((m + 1)” + 16di/ci)“2]/2 > (m + 1)2, 
a>m+l. 
Hence nullity T,(L) = 1. 
In addition xx+ and x1- form the solution space of L 'f = 0, where 
Re I+ > 0 and Re i- < -1. So L+f = 0 has no solution with If (x)1 = x-“~, 
by a lemma of Kauffman (see [ 10, Lemma 2.33]), and T,(L) is separated. 
Since we have shown that L is limit-point, by Lemma 1.9, T,(L) is also 
separated. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let L=-c,Dx”~‘~D+c,x”~“~fi(-d,Dx”~l~D+doxm~o’) 
be a second-order dl@erential expression, where c, , co, d, , and do are non- 
negative numbers. Then L is limit-point and T,(L) is separated. 
Proof: Suppose all the coefficients are positive. If some coefficients are 
zero, the proof is the same. 
(I) If n(1) - 2 # m(O) and m(l) - 2 # n(0). 
1. When n(l)- 2 #n(O) and m(l) - 2 # m(O), the conclusion 
follows from Theorem 4.1 immediately. 
2. When n(l)-2=n(O) or m(l)-2=m(O), let us assume 
n( 1) - 2 = n(0) and consider the following three cases. 
(1) For m(1) - 2 < n(0) and m(O) < n(O), let M= 
-cl DxnCO) + 20 + cox’z(0), in this real case, M is limit-point and T,(M) is 
separated. It is obvious that M is the main part of L. Let 
W = fi(-d,Dx”‘(‘)D + doxmGO) ). By the same argument used in Theorem 
4.2, we can easily prove that 
(M+ 1 +i)+ (M+ 1 +i)+e’W+W 
8 E[(M+ 1 + i)’ W+ W’(M+ 1 + i)], 
here 0 Q E Q 1. So, by Lemma 1.21, C@(T,(L,+ 1 + i)) c g(T,(M + 1 + i)), 
where L, = M + E W. Since T,(M) is separated, so is T,(L J. Therefore, using 
the technique of perturbation, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, the 
conclusion follows. 
For all the cases that we will consider later, this sort of argument will be 
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used again, so we omit the details and in each case only point out that A4, 
the main part of L, is limit-point and T,(M) is separated. 
(2) For m(1) - 2 < n(0) and m(O) > n(O), let M= 
-c~Dx”(~‘~*D f id,x m(o). By Theorem 4.1, M is limit-point and T,(M) is 
separated. 
(3) For m(1) - 2 > n(O), let M = fi(-d,DxmC1)D + doxmCO)). 
This is actually the real case, so M is limit-point and T,(M) is separated. 
(II) If n(1) - 2 = m(0) or m(l)- 2= n(O), let us assume 
n(l) - 2 = m(0) and consider the following cases. 
1. m(0) > n(0). 
(1) For m(1) - 2 < m(O), let M= -c,Dx”(“)+2D f idoxm(‘). 
(2) For m(l) - 2 > m(O), let M= +id,Dx”“‘D. 
(3) For m( 1) - 2 = m(O), let ME -c,Dx~(~‘+*D f 
i(-d, Dx m(O) +*D + dox”‘o’). 
2. m(0) < n(0). 
(1) For m(1) - 2 #n(O), let M= --c~Dx~(~)~*D + cOxn(‘) f 
i(-d, Dx”““D). 
(2) For m( 1) - 2 = n(O), let M = coxflCo) f i(-d, Dx”‘“‘+2D). 
3. m(0) - n(0). 
(1) For m(1) - 2 < m(O), let M= --c,Dx~(~‘+*D + cOxmCo) f 
idoxm(0). 
(2) For m( 1) - 2 > m(O), let M = kid, Dxm(‘)D. 
By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1, all these M are limit-point, and their 
maximal operators are separated. 
(3) For m(1) - 2 = m(O), the conclusion follows from Lemma 
5.1. 
Finally, by using the same argument hat we used in Theorem 4.2, we 
obtain 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let L = -Dp,(x) D +po(x) f i(-Dq, (x) D + q,(x)) be 
a second-order dzfirential expression, where pi(x), pa(x), q,(x), and qo(x) 
are eventually non-negative and each is a finite sum of real multiples of real 
powers of x. Then L is limit-point and its maximal opertor is separated. 
There is a large literature on the L*-properties of solutions of Sturm- 
Liouville operator, but only a few works deal with complex coefficients [1, 5, 
6, 14-16, 181, and Corollary 5.3 cannot be derived from those criteria. 
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